
DOORS AND WINDOWS

POL-SKONE Sp. z o.o. 
ul. Hanki Ordonówny 8; 20-328 Lublin

phone no.: +48 81 728 58 85; +48 81 744 30 11-13
fax: +48 81 744 24 89; -48 81 744 39 12

e-mail: pol-skone@pol-skone.eu 
www.pol-skone.eu

FAST  
DELIVERY
2024
I EDITION
door production in 2 weeks  
Valid from 21.05.2024
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RULES FOR THE PROCESSING OF FAST DELIVERY
• placing an order for an assortment included in the fast delivery promotion in a separate „order - fast” list via www.drzwionline.pl

• ordering the assortment included in the fast processing promotion in standard dimensions (according to the current catalogue 
Better Interior and configurator www.drzwionline.pl in the „quick order” tab), unless otherwise specified in the flyer

• order the assortment included in the quick delivery promotion with ventilation tubes or undercuts (according to the current cata-
logue Better interiors catalogue and the configurator www.drzwionline.pl in the “quick order” tab), unless otherwise specified in the 

flyer

• ordering the assortment included in the quick delivery promotion with standard WK, WB, WC locks - specified 
in the current catalogue Better Interior and the configurator www.drzwionline.pl in the „quick order” tab

• ordering the assortment included in the quick delivery promotion with standard glazing, as specified 
in the current catalogue Better Interior and the configurator www.drzwionline.pl in the “quick order” tab

• it is not possible to make corrections to orders placed by „quick order”



ARCO - p. 10, 12

CAMBIO - p. 22 SENTO - NEW - p. 24 FIORD - p. 26

UNITO - p. 8IMPULS -p. 14

DECO - p. 16
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PAINTED PAINTED PAINTED

ECO TOP UNI MAT PLUS

SILKSTONE

LAMISTONE CPL

SILKSTONE

LAMINATED CPL 0,2 mm

UNI MAT PLUS UNI MAT PLUS

TO PAINT BY YOURSELF

DIN FRAME DIN DUO FRAMEFIXED METAL FRAME 
FD12
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HARMONY

AVAILABLE IN STOCK

HARMONY LEAF
• width „80”
• left or right
• opening inwards or opening outwards
• filling honeycomb (2 covered hinges)
• solid particle board (3 covered hinges)
• untreated sash in primer for individual painting
• WK magnetic lock

HARMONY FRAME
• width „80”
• left or right
• opening inwards or opening outwards
• color: for individual painting  

(raw aluminum), painted RAL 9003 or RAL 9005

LEAF TO FRAME HARMONY

sash price and sash dimensions

leaf width „80” („80 „x2040/2050 mm), honeycomb

leaf width „80” („80 „x2040/2050 mm), solid chipboard three hinges

HARMONY FRAME FOR SINGLE LEAF DOORS
leaf dimensions and number of hinges

„80” x 2040/2050 mm  
(2 covered hinges)

„80” x 2040/2050 mm  
(3 covered hinges)

HARMONY DOORS AND FRAMES

HIDDEN DOOR SYSTEM



Sd - width of the door on the outside of the frame 
So - width of mounting hole 
Hd - door height on the outer side of the frame 
Ho - height of assembly opening

HIDDEN FRAME  
AND SASH 

HARMONY  
POL-SKONE SYSTEM

WIDTH HEIGHT
door dimension Sd* Sd** So Hd Ho

„70” 796 793 810
2062*

2072**
2070*

2080**
„80” 896 893 910
„90” 996 993 1010

* doors opening inwards
** doors opening outwards

PARAMETERS  

Mechanical class: class 2 of mechanical strength requirements, i.e., medium operating 
conditions.

LEAF DESIGN

Leaf in the system without rebate (opening to the outside) or with rebate (opening to the 
inside). The structure of the leaf is a wooden frame clad on both sides with HDF boards. The 
standard filling of the leaf is honeycomb or solid chipboard. The nominal thickness of the leaf 
is 40 mm.

The design of the leaf allows it to flush with the surface of the frame.

90 O

90O
B. 

Right hand 
door 

opening 
inward

A. 
Left-hand door 
opening 
inward

HARMONY

„70”-„90”

II class

180O180 O

C.
Left-hand 

door 
opening 

outwards

D.
Right hand 
door 
opening 
outwards

FOR SINGLE LEAF DOORS

LEAF FINISH

Smooth surface in the undercoat for self-painting.

FRAME COLORS

Concealed door frame for inward or outward opening leaves raw aluminium for self-painting in 
the color of the wall

ACCESSORIES

Standard equipment: 
covered hinge (adjustable in 3 planes) satin chrome color - 2 pcs. (honeycomb) or  
3 pcs (full chipboard) 
magnetic lock for a patent insert, key or WC
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AVAILABLE IN 2 WEEKS
HARMONY DOORS AND FRAMES

SASH TO FRAME HARMONY

leaf price and leaf dimensions

leaf width „70”, „80” („70”-”80” x 2040/2050 mm) 
solid chipboard, additional covered hinge

leaf width „90” („90” x 2040/2050 mm) 
solid chipboard

leaf width „70”, „80” („70”-”80” x 2040/2050 mm) 
solid chipboard, additional covered hinge + ventilation trim

leaf width „90” („90” x 2040/2050 mm) 
solid chipboard + vent trim

HARMONY FRAME FOR SINGLE LEAF DOORS

leaf dimensions and number of hinges

„70”, „80” x 2040/2050 mm (3 covered hinges)

„90” x 2040/2050 mm (3 covered hinges)



DIMENSIONS 
OF INTERIOR DOOR LEAVES

Single leaf rebated doors - opening directions Double leaf rabated doors - opening directions

HARMONY door - opening directions HARMONY door - opening directions

left hand door: 
side with visible hinges

right hand door: 
side with visible hinges right-hand doorleft-hand door

opening  
inward  
left

opened  
outward  

left

opened  
outward  
right

opening  
inward  

right

width (Ss) height
625   725   825   925   (mm) 2020 (mm)

Height of handle for the non-
rabated door standard height 
- 1040 mm from the bottom 
edge of the leaf

door leaf

Ss (door leaf width)

40
 m

m

27
 m

m

POL-SKONE rebated door leaves fit all door frames which comply with  
the Polish industry standards

door leaf

Height of handle for the rabated 
door standard height - 1040 mm 
from the bottom edge of the leaf

SYSTEM 
rebated

szerokość (Ss) wysokość w przyldze
618   718   818   918   (mm) 2020 (mm)

Ss (door leaf width in rebate)

10
40

 m
m

 

10
40

 m
m

 

HANDLE HEIGHT

40
 m

m

DIN ADJUSTABLE FRAME FIXED METAL FRAME FD12

Ss - leaf width 
Sd - door width on the outer side of the frame 
Sc - total width of the door frame 
So - width of mounting hole 
Sop - width on the outside of the frame 

Hs - leaf height 
Hd - door height on the outer side of the frame 
Hc - total height of door frame 
Ho - height of the assembly opening 
Hop - height on the outside of the frame
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20
20

 m
m

 

20
20

 m
m

 

SYSTEM
non-rabated

SYSTEM 
RABATED

SYSTEM 
NON-RABATED

SYMMETRY 
IS PARAMOUNT 
NEW STANDARDIZED 
HANDLE HEIGHT  
IN REBATED AND NON-
REBATED SYSTEMS

CLEARANCE BETWEEN LEAF AND FLOOR 
version with Swiss threshold (optional) 

WAYS OF JOINING BANDS

20
 m

m

60 mm

door leaf

floor level

wooden thresholddoor leaf

od
 1

0 
- 1

2 
m

m

floor level
standard

Version A: 60 mm (does not apply to painted)
Version B: 80 mm (applies to painted)

Ss
Sd
So
Sop (A,B)

angle brace

MDF frame

gasket

10
0 

m
m

11
7 

m
m

Sd
So
Sc

metal frame

gasket



VENTILATION OPTIONS

SEDO, ARCO „80” leaf 
with ventilation trim

According to the Ordinance of the Minister of Infrastructure of 12 April 2002 on the technical conditions which must by fulfilled by buildings and 
their location. (Journal of Laws, 75 of 2002, item 690 as amended, Journal of Laws no 33 of 2003, item 270, Journal of Laws no 109 of 2004, item 
1156), Chapter 6, §. 79. “A bathroom, washroom and separate toilet door should be openable outwards and have, subject to § 75 section 2, at 
least 0.8 m and a height of 2 m within the clear opening of the door frame and - in the lower part – air inlet holes with a total cross-section area
not smaller than 0,022 m2”

ventilation trim

ECO TOP LAMISTONE CPLSILKSTONE

rebated sash 
with ventilation trim

A B C D
„80” 818 704 825 525
„90” 918 804 925 625

VENTILATION TUBES 
made of plastic (set of 4) - designed to match 
the door leaf colour
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Addresses of authorized 
installation teams  
at www.pol-skone.eu

See videos  
with instructions  
installation

Explanation  
meanings 
pictograms

CAMBIO DUO leaf
with ventilation trim

ventilation trim colored in a 
color similar to that of the 
leaf, protected by moisture-
proof impregnation

NEW
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PLATE - -

WOODEN FRAME - -
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availability
up to 2 weeks

in stock

system
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UNITO

UNITO door, pattern W3S, adjustable frame SYSTEM DIN

UNITO door, pattern W03, DIN adjustable frame

SYSTEM
rabated

SYSTEM
non-rabated

„70”-„80”

II class

I class
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for leaves  
with ventilation 
option

The door is built on a frame of high-quality MDF covered with 
UNI MAT PLUS surface. The top and bottom edges of the leaf are 
protected with foil.

• vertical frames made of high quality MDF
• 16 mm thick panels



WYPOSAŻENIE

MODEL W02P W2S W02 W03P W3S W03
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UNI MAT 
PLUS 641 642 643

titano white beige

adjustable
DIN DUO

SYSTEM
non-rabated

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN DUO SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZD2 80-85
ZD3 85-95
ZD4 95-120
ZD5 120-140
ZD6 140-160
ZD7 160-180

FRAMES SYSTEM
rabated

adjustable DIN 
system

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZP2 95-120 
ZP3 120-140 
ZP4 140-160 
ZP5 160-180 

SY
ST

EM
 N

O
N

-R
AB

AT
ED

SY
ST

EM
 R

AB
AT

ED

COLORS

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop
„70” 790 752 725 894
„80” 890 852 825 994

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2113

NEW: ties joined at an angle of 900  
(concerns ties version C 900)

Ss - leaf width 
Sd - width of door on the outside  
side of doorframe 
So - width of mounting hole 
Sop - width on the outside  
side of the frame 

Hs - leaf height 
Hd - door height on the outer side of 
the frame 
Ho - height of the mounting hole 
Hop - height on the outside of the 
band

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop

„70” 776 746 718 848

„80” 876 846 818 948

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2093

NEW: ties joined at an angle of 900  
(concerns ties version C 900)

STANDARD  
white mat glass with a thickness of 4 mm
single-point lock, 72 mm spacing (rebate system) 
or magnetic (rebateless system) mortise, keyed 
(spacing 90 mm) or for bathroom lock (spacing 90 mm)
hinges: type B silver - for the door frame DIN system or covered DUO 
chrome satin (“70”-”80” - 3 pcs).
no possibility of using a door closer
no possibility of using a drop seal

ADDITIONAL (for an additional charge)  
ventilation trim colored in a color similar to that of the leaf, 
protected by moisture-proof impregnation
ventilation tubes: 258 white

EQUIPMENT



The door is built on a frame of high-quality MDF covered with ECO 
TOP surface. Vertical frame is vertically grain, horizontal panels. The 
top and bottom edges of the leaf are protected with foil.

ARCO

ARCO door, pattern W02, adjustable frame SYSTEM DIN

ARCO door, pattern W2S, DIN adjustable frame

frame vertical grain,  
horizontal panels and paneling

panels, glazing

SYSTEM
non-rabated

SYSTEM
rabated

„70”-„80”

II class
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I class
for wings  
with ventilation 
option

W02, W02P, W2S



EQUIPMENT STANDARD  
white/brown mat glass with a thickness of 4 mm
Single point lock silver, spaced 72 mm (rebate system) 
or magnetic silver (rebateless system) mortise, keyed 
(spacing 90 mm) or for bathroom lock (spacing 90 mm)
hinges: type B - for DIN system frame, type M - for metal frame  
(“70”-”80” - 3 pcs).
no possibility of using a door closer
no possibility of using a drop seal

ADDITIONAL (for an additional charge)  
ventilation undercut colored in a color similar to that of 
the leaf, protected by moisture-proof impregnation
ventilation sleeves: 258 white, 141 Salinas oak,  
276 Polish oak

MODEL W02P W2S W02

COLORS

ECO TOP 120 141
white oak Salinas

FRAMES SYSTEM
rabated

adjustable DIN 
system
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SILKSTONE 276
polish oak

adjustable 
DIN DUO

SYSTEM
non-rabated

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN DUO SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZD2 80-85
ZD3 85-95
ZD4 95-120
ZD5 120-140
ZD6 140-160
ZD7 160-180

Ss - leaf width 
Sd - width of door on the outside  
side of doorframe 
So - width of mounting hole 
Sop - width on the outside  
side of the frame 

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZP2 95-120 
ZP3 120-140 
ZP4 140-160 
ZP5 160-180 

SY
ST

EM
 N

O
N

 -R
AB

AT
ED

SY
ST

EM
 R

AB
AT

ED

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop
„70” 790 752 725 894
„80” 890 852 825 994

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2113

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop

„70” 776 746 718 888
„80” 876 846 818 988

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2093



The door is built on a frame of high-quality MDF covered with ECO 
TOP surface. Vertical frame is vertically grain, horizontal panels. The 
top and bottom edges of the leaf are protected with foil.

ARCO

ARCO door, pattern W03, adjustable frame SYSTEM DIN

ARCO door, pattern W03, DIN adjustable frame

frame vertical grain,  
horizontal panels and paneling
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SYSTEM
non-rabated

SYSTEM
rabated

„70”-„80”

II class

I class
for wings  
with ventilation 
option

W03, W03P, W3S



EQUIPMENT STANDARD  
white/brown mat glass with a thickness of 4 mm
Single point lock silver, spaced 72 mm (rebate system) 
or magnetic silver (rebateless system) mortise, keyed 
(spacing 90 mm) or for bathroom lock (spacing 90 mm)
hinges: type B silver - for DIN system frame, type M - for metal frame 
(“70”-“80” - 3 pcs).
no possibility of using a door closer
no possibility of using a drop seal

ADDITIONAL (for an additional charge)  
ventilation trim colored in a color similar to that of the leaf, 
protected by moisture-proof impregnation
ventilation sleeves: 258 white, 141 Salinas oak,  
276 Polish oak

FRAMES SYSTEM
rabated

adjustable DIN 
system

MODEL W03P W3S W03
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ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN DUO SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZD2 80-85
ZD3 85-95
ZD4 95-120
ZD5 120-140
ZD6 140-160
ZD7 160-180 Ss - leaf width 

Sd - width of door on the outside  
side of doorframe 
So - width of mounting hole 
Sop - width on the outside  
side of the frame 

Hs - leaf height 
Hd - door height on the outer side of 
the frame 
Ho - height of the mounting hole 
Hop - height on the outside of the 
band

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZP2 95-120 
ZP3 120-140 
ZP4 140-160 
ZP5 160-180 

SY
ST

EM
 N

O
N

-R
AB

AT
ED

SY
ST

EM
 R

AB
AT

ED

adjustable 
DIN DUO

SYSTEM
non-rabated

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop
„70” 790 752 725 894
„80” 890 852 825 994

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2113

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop

„70” 776 746 718 888
„80” 876 846 818 988

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2093

COLORS

ECO TOP 120 141
white oak Salinas

SILKSTONE 276
polish oak



The door is constructed of a wooden frame clad with two smooth 
HDF boards with LAMISTONE CPL, SILKSTONE surface. The standard 
filling is a layer with a „honeycomb” structure.

IMPULS

IMPULS doors, pattern W01, adjustable frame SYSTEM DIN

IMPULS doors, pattern W01, adjustable frame SYSTEM DIN

frame

SYSTEM
non-rabated

SYSTEM
rabated

„70”-„80”

14

II class



EQUIPMENT STANDARD  
Single point lock silver, spaced 72 mm (rebate system) 
or magnetic silver (rebateless system) mortise, keyed 
(spacing 90 mm) or for bathroom lock (spacing 90 mm)
hinges: type K silver - for DIN system frame, type M - for metal frame 
(“70”-”80” - 2 pcs).

ADDITIONAL (FOR AN ADDITIONAL CHARGE)  
ventilation sleeves: 258 white, 276 Polish oak 
ventilation undercut colored in a color similar to that of 
the leaf, protected by moisture-proof impregnation

FRAMES

LAMISTONE
CPL 234 258

nature oak white 
SILKSTONE 276

polish oak

COLORS

MODEL W01

SYSTEM
rabated

adjustable DIN 
system
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ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN DUO SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZD2 80-85
ZD3 85-95
ZD4 95-120
ZD5 120-140
ZD6 140-160
ZD7 160-180

Ss - leaf width 
Sd - width of door on the outside  
side of doorframe 
So - width of mounting hole 
Sop - width on the outside  
side of the frame 

Hs - leaf height 
Hd - door height on the outer side of 
the frame 
Ho - height of the mounting hole 
Hop - height on the outside of the 
band

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZP2 95-120 
ZP3 120-140 
ZP4 140-160 
ZP5 160-180 

SY
ST

EM
 N

O
N

-R
AB

AT
ED

SY
ST

EM
 R

AB
AT

ED

adjustable 
DIN DUO

SYSTEM
non-rabated

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop
„70” 790 752 725 894
„80” 890 852 825 994

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2113

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop

„70” 776 746 718 888
„80” 876 846 818 988

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2093



SYSTEM
rabated

„80”-„90”

II class

DECO door, pattern 00, fixed metal frame

The door is constructed of a wooden frame clad with two 
smooth HDF boards covered with 0,2 mm thick CPL laminate. The 
standard filling is a „honeycomb” layer or optional solid chipboard.

DECO

DECO door, pattern 00, fixed metal frame

16



EQUIPMENT STANDARD 
single point lock, 72mm mortise spacing, 
keyed, with an insert or for a bathroom lock
Hinges: type M - for metal frame (“80” - 2 pcs, “90” - 3 pcs).

ADDITIONAL (for an additional charge) 
ventilation undercut colored in a color similar to that of 
the leaf, protected by moisture-proof impregnation
solid particle board infill (third hinge recommended)

Third hinge in the sash or adjustable pivot hinge
Type M for width “80”

FRAMES

MODEL 00

laminated
CPL
0,2 mm 820 222 821

white gray anthracite
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WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Sc
„80” 881 871 897
„90” 981 971 997

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hc

2055 2060 2068

Ss - leaf width 
Sd - width of door on the outside  
side of doorframe 
So - width of mounting hole 
Sop - width on the outside  
side of the frame 

Hs - leaf height 
Hd - door height on the outer side of 
the frame 
Ho - height of the mounting hole 
Hop - height on the outside of the 
band

SY
ST

EM
 R

AB
AT

ED

FIXED METAL FRAME FD12
frame type
FD12 big

The frame is made of the highest quality 
1.5 mm thick steel sheet (FD12)
Frame painted with powder paint. 
Standard colors: white (RAL 9016),  
white (RAL 9003), gray (RAL 7047),  
brown (RAL 8014), graphite (RAL 7024),  
black (RAL 9005). 

fixed-metal FD12

SYSTEM
rabated



SEDO door, pattern W00, adjustable frame SYSTEM DIN

SYSTEM
non-rabated

SYSTEM
rabated

„70”-„80”

II class

SEDO

SEDO door model W00, DIN adjustable frame

18

The door is built on a frame of high-quality MDF covered with 
UNI MAT PLUS surface

I class
for wings  
with ventilation 
option



EQUIPMENT STANDARD  
version W00: panel thickness 12 mm
single-point lock, 72 mm spacing (rebate system) 
or magnetic (rebateless system) mortise, keyed 
(spacing 90 mm) or for bathroom lock (spacing 90 mm)
hinges: type B silver - for the door frame DIN system or covered DUO 
chrome satin (“70”-”80” - 3 pcs).
no possibility of using a door closer
no possibility of using a drop seal

FRAME  
DIN adjustable - range ZP2-ZP5, ties at an angle of 45o

adjustable DIN DUO - range ZD2-ZD7, ties at an angle of 45o

ADDITIONAL (for an additional charge)  
ventilation trim colored in a color similar to that of the leaf, 
protected by moisture-proof impregnation

UNI MAT 
PLUS

MODEL W00 / V00

641 642 643
titano white beige

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN DUO SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZD2 80-85
ZD3 85-95
ZD4 95-120
ZD5 120-140
ZD6 140-160
ZD7 160-180

FRAMES SYSTEM
rabated

adjustable DIN 
system

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZP2 95-120 
ZP3 120-140 
ZP4 140-160 
ZP5 160-180 

SY
ST

EM
 N

O
N

-R
AB

AT
ED
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 R
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ED

COLORS
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adjustable 
DIN DUO

SYSTEM
non-rabated

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop
„70” 790 752 725 894
„80” 890 852 825 994

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2113

NEW: ties joined at an angle of 900  
(concerns ties version C 900)

Ss - leaf width 
Sd - width of door on the outside  
side of doorframe 
So - width of mounting hole 
Sop - width on the outside  
side of the frame 

Hs - leaf height 
Hd - door height on the outer side of 
the frame 
Ho - height of the mounting hole 
Hop - height on the outside of the 
band

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop

„70” 776 746 718 848

„80” 876 846 818 948

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2093

NEW: ties joined at an angle of 900  
(concerns ties version C 900)



HAPTIC doors, pattern 00, adjustable frame SYSTEM DIN

NEW

SYSTEM
non-rabated

SYSTEM
rabated

„70”-„80”

II class

HAPTIC

HAPTIC doors, pattern 00, DIN adjustable frame
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• solid construction - wooden frame
• rich surface color UNI MAT PLUS characterized by silky haptics and a 
special coating resistant to fingerprints 
• adjustable hinge type C or adjustable Duo



EQUIPMENT STANDARD
Single point lock silver, spaced 72 mm (rebate system) 
or magnetic silver (rebateless system) mortise, keyed 
(spacing 90 mm) or for bathroom lock (spacing 90 mm)
Hinges: type T silver - for the door frame DIN system or 
covered DUO chrome satin (“70”-“80” - 2 pcs).
FRAME

DIN adjustable - range ZP2-ZP5, ties at an angle of 45 o

adjustable DIN DUO - range ZD2-ZD7, ties at an angle of 45o

ADDITIONAL (for an additional charge)
filling made of perforated chipboard
solid particle board infill (third hinge recommended)
ventilation undercut colored in a color similar to that of 
the leaf, protected by moisture-proof impregnation
third hinge in the sash or pivot hinge adjustable type T for 
width “70”-“80”

UNI MAT 
PLUS

MODEL 00

640 641 642 643 645 646
grafite titano white beige lava stone

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN DUO SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZD2 80-85
ZD3 85-95
ZD4 95-120
ZD5 120-140
ZD6 140-160
ZD7 160-180

FRAMES SYSTEM
rabated

adjustable DIN 
system

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZP2 95-120 
ZP3 120-140 
ZP4 140-160 
ZP5 160-180 

SY
ST

EM
 N

O
N

-R
AB

AT
ED
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ED

COLORS
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adjustable 
DIN DUO

SYSTEM
non-rabated

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop
„70” 790 752 725 894
„80” 890 852 825 994

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2113

NEW: ties joined at an angle of 900  
(concerns ties version C 900)

Ss - leaf width 
Sd - width of door on the outside  
side of doorframe 
So - width of mounting hole 
Sop - width on the outside  
side of the frame 

Hs - leaf height 
Hd - door height on the outer side of 
the frame 
Ho - height of the mounting hole 
Hop - height on the outside of the 
band

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop

„70” 776 746 718 848

„80” 876 846 818 948

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2093

NEW: ties joined at an angle of 900  
(concerns ties version C 900)



SYSTEM
non-rabated

SYSTEM
rabated

„70”-„80”

II class

CAMBIO

The door is constructed of a wooden frame clad with two 
spatial boards covered with a surface painted with 
environmentally friendly acrylic paints in RAL 9003 color. 
The standard filling is a perforated particle board.

CAMBIO doors, pattern 00, adjustable frame SYSTEM DIN DUO

CAMBIO doors, pattern 00, adjustable frame SYSTEM DIN DUO

22

standard connection of bands at an 
angle of 45o DIN DUO door frame



MODEL 00 00 with ventilation undercut

EQUIPMENT STANDARD  
filling: perforated chipboard
Single point lock silver, spaced 72 mm (rebate system) 
or magnetic silver (rebateless system) mortise, keyed 
(spacing 90 mm) or for bathroom lock (spacing 90 mm)
Hinges: type K silver - for the door frame DIN system or covered DUO 
chrome satin (“70”-“80” - 2 pcs).

PAINTED
001
white 
(RAL 9003)

COLORS
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SYSTEM
non-rabated

adjustable 
DIN DUO

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN DUO SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZD2 80-85
ZD3 85-95
ZD4 95-120
ZD5 120-140
ZD6 140-160
ZD7 160-180

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop
„70” 790 752 725 894
„80” 890 852 825 994

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2113

Ss - leaf width 
Sd - width of door on the outside  
side of doorframe 
So - width of mounting hole 
Sop - width on the outside  
side of the frame 

Hs - leaf height 
Hd - door height on the outer side of 
the frame 
Ho - height of the mounting hole 
Hop - height on the outside of the 
band

FRAME  
DIN adjustable - range ZP2-ZP5, ties at an angle of 45o

adjustable DIN DUO - range ZD2-ZD7, ties at an angle of 45o

FRAMES SYSTEM
rabated

adjustable DIN 
system

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop

„70” 776 746 718 888
„80” 876 846 818 988

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2093

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZP2 95-120 
ZP3 120-140 
ZP4 140-160 
ZP5 160-180 
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SYSTEM
non-rabated

SYSTEM
rabated

„70”-„80”

II class

SENTO

The door is constructed of a wooden frame clad with two 
spatial boards covered with a surface painted with 
environmentally friendly acrylic paints in RAL 9003 color.

SENTO door, pattern V0, adjustable frame SYSTEM DIN

SENTO door, pattern V0, adjustable frame SYSTEM DIN

standard connection of bands at an 
angle of 45o DIN DUO door frame

24

NEW



MODEL V0

EQUIPMENT STANDARD  
filling: honeycomb
Single point lock silver, spaced 72 mm (rebate system) 
or magnetic silver (rebateless system) mortise, keyed 
(spacing 90 mm) or for bathroom lock (spacing 90 mm)
Hinges: type K silver - for the door frame DIN system or covered DUO 
chrome satin (“70”-“80” - 2 pcs).

ADDITIONAL (for an additional charge)  
ventilation undercut colored in a color similar to that of 
the leaf, protected by moisture-proof impregnation

PAINTED 001
white 
(RAL 9003)

COLORS

adjustable 
DIN DUO

SYSTEM
non-rabated

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN DUO SYSTEM

symbol zakres w 
mm

ZD2 80-85
ZD3 85-95
ZD4 95-120
ZD5 120-140
ZD6 140-160
ZD7 160-180

Ss - leaf width 
Sd - width of door on the outside  
side of doorframe 
So - width of mounting hole 
Sop - width on the outside  
side of the frame 

Hs - leaf height 
Hd - door height on the outer side of 
the frame 
Ho - height of the mounting hole 
Hop - height on the outside of the 
band

FRAME  
DIN adjustable - range ZP2-ZP5, ties at an angle of 45o

adjustable DIN DUO - range ZD2-ZD7, ties at an angle of 45o

FRAMES SYSTEM
rabated

adjustable DIN 
system

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN SYSTEM

symbol zakres w 
mm

ZP2 95-120 
ZP3 120-140 
ZP4 140-160 
ZP5 160-180 

SY
ST
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WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop
„70” 790 752 725 894
„80” 890 852 825 994

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2113

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop

„70” 776 746 718 888
„80” 876 846 818 988

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2093



SYSTEM
non-rabated

SYSTEM
rabated

„70”-„80”

II class

FIORD

The door is constructed of a wooden frame clad with two 
spatial boards covered with a surface painted with 
environmentally friendly acrylic paints from RAL and NCS palettes. 
The standard filling is a layer with a structure of 
“honeycomb”.

FIORD door, pattern 00, adjustable frame SYSTEM DIN leaf profile

FIORD door, pattern 00, adjustable frame SYSTEM DIN

26

standard connection of bands at an 
angle of 45o DIN DUO door frame



MODEL 00

EQUIPMENT STANDARD  
Single point lock silver, spaced 72 mm (rebate system) 
or magnetic silver (rebateless system) mortise, keyed 
(spacing 90 mm) or for bathroom lock (spacing 90 mm)
hinges: type K silver - for DIN system frame, type M - for metal frame 
(“70”-“80” - 2 pcs).

ADDITIONAL (for an additional charge)  
ventilation undercut colored in a color similar to that of 
the leaf, protected by moisture-proof impregnation

FRAMES SYSTEM
rabated

adjustable DIN 
system
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PAINTED 001
white 
(RAL 9003)

COLORS

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN DUO SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZD2 80-85
ZD3 85-95
ZD4 95-120
ZD5 120-140
ZD6 140-160
ZD7 160-180

Ss - leaf width 
Sd - width of door on the outside  
side of doorframe 
So - width of mounting hole 
Sop - width on the outside  
side of the frame 

Hs - leaf height 
Hd - door height on the outer side of 
the frame 
Ho - height of the mounting hole 
Hop - height on the outside of the 
band

ADJUSTABLE FRAME  
DIN SYSTEM

symbol range in 
mm

ZP2 95-120 
ZP3 120-140 
ZP4 140-160 
ZP5 160-180 

SY
ST
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-R
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ED
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ED

adjustable 
DIN DUO

SYSTEM
non-rabated

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop
„70” 790 752 725 894
„80” 890 852 825 994

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2113

WIDTH

single-leaf door

type So Sd Ss Sop

„70” 776 746 718 888
„80” 876 846 818 988

HEIGHT Ho Hd Hs Hop

2055 2043 2020 2093
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ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

POL-SKONE Sp. z o.o.
Hanki Ordonówny 8 Street; 20-328 Lublin, POLAND
phone no.: +48 81 728 52 85; +48 81 744 30 11–13

fax: +48 81 744 24 89; +48 81 744 39 12 
e-mail: pol-skone@pol-skone.eu

www.pol-skone.eu

This Product Catalog is valid as of 21.05.2024 (as of this date, previous POL-Skone catalogs are no longer valid). 
This publication does not constitute an offer within the meaning of the law and is for information purposes only. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes.


